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Chinese shoes Network March 13 hearing, Jeremy Scott and adidas teamed up to launch this weave a sense MEGA Softcell Sandal
sandals, causing all attention again. We can see the obvious uppers weaving techniques constitute, and use MEGA Soft Cell
cushioning, for jogging, recreational sports enthusiasts. This shoe has begun to sell, like friends should strive to plunder! 

Related news
this year, is well-known sports brand's signature Reebok shoes Reebok Instapump Fury established the first 20 years, the major
trend of fashion units and Reebok launched a joint planning, leaving this wonderful wonderful memories. The fan then with Burn
Rubber Reebok Detroit this famous shoe, the design of the fan from the garage design, understated gray and white shoe body
composition, coupled with 3M reflective material embellished heel, finally adding vitality through the inner orange leather lining. This
time the shoe will be on sale on the 19th, interested friends do not miss yo.
Pump Fury is popular Needless to say, and just this year is the 20th anniversary of the birth of Pump Fury, Jin Xiuxian in the "From the
stars you" where stars after wearing has become a favorite weekday shoes. This time The BAPE x mita sneakers x Reebok INSTA
PUMP FURY OG is personally significant to use the Shawn, this shoe will BAPE STORE shelves in August 9, priced at HK $ 1,699,
interested friends to pay attention to good time, or to the time after the regular price sold, want to be pushed up the price after
purchase. 

BAPE STORE Xi Road, Causeway Bay, the 1st underground
About the popular rapper Drake and Jordan Brand have already commenced joint planning reported, work together to create the Air
Jordan 10 "OVO" is about to usher in a commercial. Recently, Drake at a large public show, wearing a white Air Jordan 8 "OVO" PE
version, and the earlier the exposure of black Air Jordan 8 "OVO" is exactly the same, but in the end whether the shoes would put the
market for sale , is also not yet been officially confirmed, but is still very worthy of our friends look forward to the shoes fans, more
related news, please pay close attention to follow-up reports.
Nike SB for the majority of street skateboarders offer a brand new SB Dunk Low "Black Cement" color, texture full of black suede
leather combine to create the body of the shoe body, emitting a unique luxurious atmosphere, then into the red within lining, tongue
and outsole, this shoe with a way that will make a lot of fans think the Air Jordan series Chicago black and red color, ink type to be
some modification in the end, after all, one pair of attractive masterpiece. Currently, the British had landed Nike shoes online, priced
at 62 pounds, like a friend you had better decisive bite.
Jordan CP3. 6 Clippers home 2013-12-08 22:28:35 color physical exposure during the London Olympics had Jordan CP3. 6 color
version of the US team with Chris Paul exposure during the warm-up exercises, and now the new season will open play The most
important home team color version is also naturally exposed. Jordan CP3. 6 home color version of the shoe body in white with blue,
black patent leather shoes to heel for the middle section, red Jumpman Logo extremely eye-catching, matched with black midsole
and outsole blue red, large bottom side accompanied by the words "PODULON" technology.
Air Jordan 1 Mid clear picture of the new color exposure and commercial information 2013-12-08 22:28:16
Recently, a new network exposure color Air Jordan 1 Mid pictures, black and red with blood is purest for the Air Jordan series, this
new color with black and red color with a large area of ??the metal platinum color, the perfect combination Madden gives a fresh feel
to this pair of Air Jordan 1Mid in. We will meet with you in the near future, like friends can continue to pay attention. 
Air Jordan 1 
Num: 364770-021 
expected release date: 10/2012 
expected sale price: $ 105
Chinese shoes Network November 27 hearing, plus the Christmas and New Year approaching double holiday, surely he again
struggled to find a gift for a friend or family time, and now the price higher and higher , looking for a cheap and favorite gift is a bit
difficult. MSTRPLN this year they launched a series of Nike's classic color pattern inspired pillow, such as Safari, Ffoamposite, Air
Jordan, Air Max and other classic color and pattern (I am sure you will recognize one), pillow points in two sizes, 20-35 US dollars
price range, the price is not high, but creative, you can not miss.
Basketball shoes or boxing shoes Under Armour Charge BB Spy Shots 2013-12-08 22:29:28 Before the Under Armour & quot; Elite
24 & quot; a player wearing a red unexposed shoes on Midnight Run Classic, strange The shoes, high upper suddenly caused a lot
of shoes fan attention. Under Armour recently announced the name of the shoe shoe --Under Armour Charge BB, Under Armour
Charge BB shape reminiscent of a boxing shoe shape, shoe midsole with a full charge of the MICRO G foam midsole and added a
crystal material. But the details of this shoe is unclear, we will give you sustained attention.
Envoys visit Nike Air Max Ambassador 5 five new color 2013-12-08 22:04:31
Ambassador series as another branch of the series, James is on behalf outside and Soldier series, has launched four generations,
and recently in the shoes of people AaronKnows on your site exposure Ambassador series fifth generation works Nike Air Max
Ambassador five color images 5. ; As can be seen from the picture, Nike Air Max Ambassador 5 upper with a fly line technology, but
in the end it is equipped with large-capacity Air Max heel unit, temporarily we do not know this particular shoes release date.
Ethnic abstract design shoes CONVERSE x Missoni family to enjoy 2013-12-08 22:33:51 CONVERSE Italian brand Missoni knit
long history of cooperation, introduced this season have been good shoes Fanxiang, Missoni design division through innovative
design makes new vitality exudes tradition CONVERSE shoes. Therefore, the two brands will become a matter of course once again
join forces, this is the breath launched up to seven pairs of shoes, Missoni knit pattern abstract design is extremely intoxicated. It is



reported that this series will be on September 28 in France Colette shop on sale.
Popular top models naked on the contact lens -Nike sneakers ad
2007-05-19 08:28:39 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: China Fashion Brand Network] Print ; Close 

Nike sneakers advertising a new series of invited countries top models naked on the mirror, to create a more sexy sports style .NIKE
sneakers leadership in functionality already been recognized in the minds of consumers, provide excellent functionality the movement
of protection and makes the shape of a diverse unexpected won the first sports brand name. 

Related news
Nike Free Powerlines + NRG & quot; Olympic & quot; on sale soon 2013-12-08 22:25:38
; Although the London Olympics have ended, but the Olympic theme-inspired products are still emerging. The Nike Free Powerlines +
NRG & quot; Olympic & quot; is the case, it is the Olympic rings colors for design inspiration, but also a symbol of the world's five
continents concept. This pair of Nike Free Powerlines + NRG & quot; Olympic & quot; success will be the perfect combination of
sports and fashion, definitely pay attention to the shoes of choice for performance and beauty coexist people.
Nike SB Dunk Low Pro

< br / > ; derived from classic football shoe Nike innovation running free Hypervenom recently ushered in the release version of the
second generation of the upgrade. Into the Flywire technology the blessing of the vamp by both joint and combined with the
construction of the permeability of chloroprene rubber, mesh and texture synthesis, this time this pair of gym red color eye-catching
red throughout, and is equipped with free 3.0 white soles to provide ideal Juegan. This double "Red Gym" Free Hypervenom Nike 2
will be released next month. (Editor: YOYO)
Nike sports experience exchange site Nike Flyknit documentary 2013-12-08 22:27:17
Shanghai Nike Fos sports exchange two Tengen in full swing, in the training area, Nike shoes for Nike Flyknit latest sale has opened
an experience area. In the experience area site, you can wear the latest third-generation HTM Flyknit series of shoes on a sensing
device running jump, in order to feel this shoe is lightweight, stable and fit feeling. Want to feel this latest Nike shoes concept of
environmental protection, then do not miss the charm tomorrow the last day of campaign activities of the sink!
US hip-hop king Kanye West's Yeezus Tour tour, which in addition to wonderful performances outside. In the fashion industry trend
also has high status in the clothing Kanye West is very concerned about everyone. The Fan Belgium deconstruction fashion brand
Maison Martin Margiela on the release of Kanye West "Yeezus" Tour Edition Gaotong shoes. Kanye West's unique design style, the
classic high-top shoes, coupled with horse hair material spread all over the body of the shoe, Velcro Velcro and laces hidden
presentation. Its price is $ 975, interested friends may pay more attention to yo.
As the name suggests, this is a combination of a series directed at the Olympics come, obviously the Olympic five rings can be found
in the shoes of the color red from them, yellow, ;. Blue, green and black but this series a total of four kinds of shoes were included
Blazer, Court Force Low / Hi and Air Force 1. 
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